BATHROOM REMODELING

Custom Bathroom Remodeling
Custom Bathroom remodeling includes everything from doors, to floors,
to showers, tubs, walk in tubs, walk in shower, custom vanities, and
beautiful accents. We also provide and install professional grade
plumbing, shower and tub valves, sinks, and countertops. With our
Custom Remodeling, you can create the home of your dreams.

Who Does the Work?
All of the work is done by our full time team members who are certified
installers. A project manager is assigned to a project who would be in
charge of communicating and making sure that the project is done on
budget and time.

We specialize in designing unique accessible bathrooms and showers
that are safe, functional and attractive. Our unique process starts with
a free home consultation. In most cases we can transform a standard
5’ x 10’ bathroom making it more accessible by removing a tub. In other
cases we may take space from an adjacent bedroom or maybe closet.

Barrier-Free
Open concept bathrooms offer state-of-the-art features. With floors
sloped to drains, zero threshold shower and shower doors can
disappear, creating barrier-free bathrooms. Accessible showers not
only create beautiful spaces, they also provide freedom and security
to individuals with limited mobility, or homeowners wanting to age in
place. This combination of style and accessibility provides greater value
to a bathroom, where today’s barrier-free bathroom built for its design,
will continue to provide homeowners with independence in the future.
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WE ARE LICENSED CONTRACTORS!

Walk In Tubs

Why Accessible Systems for your
Bathroom Remodel?

A Walk in Tub offers 2 important benefits for your bathing needs. First,
a Walk in Tub has an easy low threshold entrance that adds safety
and convenience as you enter the tub. Second, a Walk in Tub provides
hydrotherapy which improves your health with heat, pain relief, and
enhanced circulation.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Remove Obstacles and Add Independence

With air and water jets, this hydrotherapy will relax your muscles and
joints while reducing swelling. With a comfortable seat, easy to use
handheld shower, and beautiful fixtures, your Walk in Tub will make
your bathroom a spa.
Accessible Systems offers highest quality walk-in tub models. Our Walk
in Tubs are an accessible bath tub that offer the therapeutic benefits
of a spa. Enjoy a step in tub that provides the best of air and water jet
therapy, as well as high quality construction and a full warranty.

Specialists in Bathroom Remodeling
20 Years Locally Owned & Operated
BBB A+ Rating
Local Design Center
Licensed and Insured General Contractor
Free In Home Design Consultation
Bathroom Designs that Add Value to Your Home
In-House Construction Team
Dedicated Service Team

We have 16 models that provide different sizes, different options that
will fit your bathroom, and fit you.

(888) 276-4436
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EURO STYLE BATHROOMS

Euro Style Showers
Euro Style Showers feature an open concept floor plan with a Zero Threshold
that is level with the bathroom floor. This creates a bigger bathroom and
shower with custom features. Many contractors will install a shower on top
of your existing floor which creates a step or barrier. After many years of
experience, we have developed 2 options, our Onyx Solid Surface shower
base, and our Custom Tile shower base. Both options have a Zero Threshold.
Our Euro Style showers can include a glass door or curtain as well as many
other custom features. Call for your free evaluation.

43% of homeowners are choosing
to forgo a tub in their bathroom.
– According to Houzz
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WALK-IN SHOWERS

Walk-In Showers
Walk In Showers are larger and easier to use with custom finishes and features including no maintenance shower bases and walls. Our low
threshold shower bases are convenient and offer many different sizes to fit your home.

Options
• Shower Base: Onyx, Custom Tile
• Shower Walls: Onyx, Custom Tile
• Shower Seats

• Shower Heads and Hand Helds
• Doors & Enclosures: Frameless
• Handrails/Grab Bars

(888) 276-4436

• Sink and Vanity
• Toilet and Bidet
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GRAB BARS

Grab Bars = Safety

White

Sometimes we wait for the worst to happen before making decisions
regarding our living environment and the obstacles that we face daily.
Grab bars are a simple way to make your bathroom area a safer place.
Grab bars should be installed near the tub and shower and next to the
toilet for a universally-safe bath. Whether it’s for young children just
starting to shower on their own, the elderly, or someone suffering from
a sports injury or recovering from surgery, grab bars are simple to install
and offer a huge helping hand. Especially if you have a senior in your
life, this is the best safety device you can buy.
Falling is the leading cause of injury resulting in death among people 65
years and older, according to the National Center for Injury Prevention
and Control.

How Much Do We Charge?

White & Stainless Knurled Grab Bars
Comes in sizes:

• 12”
• 16”
• 18”
• 24”
• 32”

We charge a flat fee for each grab bar. This includes a straight grab bar,
stainless hardware and installation (2 grab bar minimum required).

Deluxe Bars Available
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Stainless

Options
Decorative Bars
1. Accent Ring
2. Bath Bench
3. Corner Shelf
4. Corner Shower Seat
5. Serenaseat – Wall-Mounted
Shower Seat
6. Shampoo Shelf
7. Soap Dish
8. Toilet Paper Holder
9. Towel Bar

(888) 276-4436
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SUPERPOLE and SUPERBAR

SuperPole

SuperBar

When it comes to innovative and adaptable home safety products
that can be used anywhere in the house, the SuperPole is the industry
leader. The SuperPole is a safety pole that can be easily installed
between any floor and ceiling by simply turning a jackscrew.

With the simple addition of the SuperBar, the SuperPole transforms
into an even more versatile product with both horizontal and vertical
support.

The pressure created by the jackscrew is strong enough to support you,
yet it does not typically require drilling holes into the floor or ceiling.
This is ideal for relocating or removing the pole.
Also, it features a grip that provides comfort and an improved surface
to grab onto. All its functionality is contained in a clean, modern design
that blends into any room.

Specs
Pole Diameter: 1.50”
Floor to Ceiling Range: 93–99” / 2362–2515mm
(fits 8’ / 244cm ceilings) Extensions up to 140’
Weight Capacity: 300lbs / 136kgs or 450lbs / 204kgs
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Additionally, with 8 locking positions around the SuperPole (one every
45 degrees), you can stay closer to your support as you move. Push, pull,
or lean on the horizontal SuperBar – it offers support that is tailored to
your needs.

Specs
Bar Length: 16” / 406mm
Bar Locking Positions: 8 (every 45 degrees)
Weight Capacity: 300lbs / 136kg or 450lbs / 204kgs
Bar is height adjustable at time of installation
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PT RAIL ANGLED

PT Rail with Wall Plate

PT Rail Angled

Wall Plate

PT Rail

PT Rail Angled

PT Rail is the perfect toilet safety rail to provide support and comfort
during transitional movements. Unlike other bathroom safety rails, the
PT Rail is designed with an innovative offset rail to avoid wrist strain
when you’re sitting down or pulling yourself up from a seated position.
The PT Rail is also easily stored; simply lift the rail until it is flush
against your bathroom walls. The toilet safety rail also features strong
compression hinges to keep the rail from falling, giving you support and
security even when the rail is halfway up.

The PT Rail Angled for additional support when going up and down two
or three stairs. It is great in the garage or at the front door. Like the PT
Rail, it mounts to the wall and can be lifted out of the way when not in
use. However, it can be adjusted between 0 and 35 degrees to suit the
angle of the stairs it’s mounted beside. It is powder coated so it handles
the weather well.

Specs
Rail Length: 32” / 813mm
Rail Angle Range: 0–30 degrees
Weight Capacity: 400lbs / 181kgs

(888) 276-4436
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Share It Forward: Please Help
Others Discover Accessibility
How hard was it for you to find Accessible Systems and your accessible
home options? Most of our customers have a very difficult time finding
accessible solutions for their home.
•
•
•

Will you help your friends and family discover accessible options for
their home?
Will you share it forward to the people you know so they learn about
their options to remain in the home they love?
Will you share it forward by showing your home to your friends/
visitors and in social media?

You will help others maintain their independence and freedom, prevent
falls and injuries, and plan ahead to enjoy their home forever. Please give
away this catalog or go to www.shareitforward.info to order a FREE catalog
and help someone else.

Visit: www.shareitforward.info

Free Home Evaluation and Design Consultation
Invite us to your home and receive a free evaluation and guide to making your home accessible. Our team is certified
and experienced with many options to show you. We will evaluate your entrances, living areas, bathrooms, bedrooms,
and levels in your home and provide a customized plan that includes a hassle free pricing. Call us at 888-276-4436

Denver, Colorado –
Showhome
3025 West Jefferson Ave.
Englewood, CO 80110
Phone: 303.693.7787
Northern CO & WY
2725 11th Street Rd.
Greeley, CO 80634
Phone: 970.475.1880
Colorado Springs, CO
1880 Office Club Pointe
Colorado Springs, CO 80920
Phone: 719.387.0675

Website: www.accessiblemed.com | (888) 276-4436

Utah
669 N 1000 W,
Centerville, UT 84014
Phone: (801) 721-1614
Dallas, TX
2131 N. Collins St
Suite 433–628
Arlington, TX 76011
Phone: 972.408.3335

